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Since the late 70' s, Honey Creek
Cave has been an anomaly in Texas caVing.
With up to 10 trips a year and sometimes
as many as 20 cavers entering for diVing,
mapping,
blast ing and pushing
leads,
Honey Creek is the largest ongoing Texas
cave project.
However,
honoring t~
owner's request, no information had been
published as year after year went by and
the surveys added up to over 11 miles of
going cave.
Now,
with Johnny Gass'
permission this issue
of the
Caver
features what we feel
is Texas'
f~
wild cave.
We've focused more on the ca~
itself rather than individual exploits,
lost gear,
exhausting pushes,
ingeni ous
blasts, scary free dives, survey rec ords
made and broken and ancient bone fi nds,
all of which have occurred in plenty.
Deceptively straightforward by t ~
lines on the map,
Honey Creek prov i des
the ultimate
experience
in
cav i ngl
pushing and
extending
each
cave r l s
limits.
On any
given trip it
is
commonplace to do hours-long swims, bob
in 68 degree water surveying, to sc :-ape
noses against the ceiling for 20 me t ers
of 1-2 inch airspace,
or free dive : U ~
after sump
seeking continuing
Ci ve,
Honey
Creek
has
necessitated
" ear
innovations,
new
survey
techni q ,es,
'salamandering' through mud passages t oo
thick to swim and too thin to crawl, and
has redefined acceptable airspace .
'orne
of the endurance feats were by caver s who
have never entered the cave, performE I ~
the drilling and blasting crews
who
worked all last spring and summe l t o
create the 140 foot 'new entrance' s t ft,
Once again our thanks to cave c .' ner
Johnny Gass for his continuous SU F 'ort
and enthusiasm.
Please do not CO l .act
him, but get in touch with Kurt Me l ing
(San Antonio 512-824-7230) or Mark M.- t onl
(Austin 512-480-0371)
about
UPC ( ling
trips.
And, finally, thanks to John Si nce
for
graciously
if
some ; ~s
apprehensively turning this issue of t~
Caver over to me.
Nancy Weaver

Front Cover:
A summer
spent drilling the new
entrance.
Kurt Menking,
Randy Waters, Bob Cowell,
Joe Ivy, Carl Ponebshek.
(by Allan Cobb)

the Speleo Press, Austin.
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Correspondence

'86 DUES ARE DUE!!

The
Permian
Basin Speleological Society has been
volunteered
to
lead (guide) both preconvention and
pos tconvention cave trips in the G..ladalupe Mountains for
the 1986 N.S.S. Convention to be held in Tularosa, N-. H.
The trips will be in Forestry Service, and B.L.H. caving
areas .
"Any
and
All"
volunteers familiar with
Cottonwood,
Black, Hidden and Hell Below caves and
wi lli ng to help out on leading these trips would be 'very
much appreciated, and it will be a chance to neet other
cavers, too.
The contact person is Bill Greenlee at 919
North East, Ave. "F", Andrews, Texas 79714. His phone
is (91 5) 523-9550.

Thanks,
Bill Bentley - P.B.S.S.-Pres.
P. S.
Trips will neet at the bottan of Three-Mile Hill,
about 60 miles fran carlsbad, at 8:00 AM the day of the
trip .
Primitive carrping is available; there are no
facilities between carlsbad and the Hill. One trip per
day is scheduled for Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June
20-22, and for Saturday and Sunday, June 28 and 29.
r1aximurn group size on these trips is 5.
P.S.S.
N.P.S. caves are closed
convention due to lack of personnel.

for

permits

during

Don't miss an issue
of the -Texas Caver·.

If you don't have (86)
printed on your lable
this will be your LAST,
unless you send $10
to T.S.A./Texas Caver,
NOW!

John!
enjoyed the August issue of the TC, however - the
t hing I don't like to see are so called caving
ar ticles which go to great lengths telling you about the
t r ip to and fran the cave but nothing about the actual
cave trip itself. So I feel sarewhat awkward and ill at
ease to see a non-caving excerpt fran one of my letters
printed up as a trip report. I am very flattered that
you found the letter interesting enough to publ ish and I
don ' t mind the act of it being excerpted; it's just that
I don't believe in those types of non-caving cave
ar ticles in the TC.
If you get desperate for an
ar ticle then I'll be glad to write you one (grad school
IS keepi ng me too busy to send you material roore often).
Please don't get gurrrred out by this letter. I just
wanted to express my honest feelings about the caver which include t~at you and Jay are doing a fine job.
I

o~

George Veni
George ,

Your criticism is well taken, but I thought our readers
would be interested in hearing about your non-caving
at;cident.
Sorry I printed it without checking with you
fu s t.
This issue should be roore to your liking. Be
prepared for our membership manual with our next issue.
~t is an issue that should bring all Texas cavers a
l t U e closer together.
John
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30 Years Ago
Trip Reports
The UT Grotto visitm
Steam Cave (Georgetown) II'IClWinq a I!l9iii7
60-foot
crawlway,
Popcorn and 9ill s
Caves (Salado), Porter Cave arrl I)?aijim;:m s
Cave (near Boerne) where they srri)ppszl!
down
to
explore
the water ~"
pushing it to a one arxl one--h3lf irrudin anfur
space.
Bill He lrre r was noted to have b::e;m ~
first Texas caver t o be
tile ~ <i11f
the NSS News. His phot \'It'aS publL -sfuszll "
conjunction
with
an
article lhe
written.
The
Caver
a SO>
in:uc:1l~
articles on knot tying ~~ ~ ~
Spotted Fever.
The tina Mti: ~
~
Pearce called on all ceveJtS; w; 4li1llii
joining and supporting the NSS~

A.
25
Boerne.

Johnny Gass
Interviewed by Kurt Menking
Honey Creek Cave has been known to
cavers for at least 25 years.
Many
cavers through the years have
asked
Johnny Gass if they could go into his
cave. Once the breakdown barrier inside
the cave was passed in the late 70's,
it
was as though flood gates had
been
opened.
Finally, Gar~ p~ole ~ssumed
responsibility for coordlnatlng trlps ~nd
making the necessary arrangements wlth
the owner.
Gary got involved in other
things and since then I have been setting
up trips and have enjoyed man~ hour~ of
conversation with Johnny and hls famlly.
The following is a brief interview
with Johnny about Honey Creek and caving
in general.
Q.
When did you first see the cave
what did you think of it?

and

A.
I first saw it about 38 years ago.
I
thought it was very unique and beautiful.
It had a lot more flow back then,
maybe
twice what it is now.
But I never
expected it to turn out to be as long as
it is now.
When was the first time you went
the cave and how far did you go?

Q.

in

A. I went in two times about 25 years
ago with Bill Russell and some others.
We swam to the breakdown waterfall and
sat on the travertines to rest up for the
swim out.
I haven't been in the swimming
section of the cave since then. One of
these days I'll go in the new entrance to
look around, but I don't plan to do any
caving. I'll leave that to you guys.
Can you remember the earliest
to the cave by cavers?

Q.

years

with Bergman

Sons

&

in

Q.
How many holes did you drill?
How
many hit caves and how many had air flow?

A.
I can only remember hitting one cave.
But many wells had air flow.
Have
caves?

Q.

you

ever been

in

any

other

A. Only in commercial caves.
I've been
to Natural Bridge, Cascade, Carlsbad, a~
Cave Without A Name.
I
really was
impressed with Cave Without A Name. It's
like a mini Carlsbad.
Q.

What do you think of cavers?

A.
They're darn fools to crawl around
underground; it looks mighty risky to me.
But other than that, they are ok.
Q. How do you feel about possibly
the longest cave in the state?

havi~

A.
It wouldn't be the longest if it
weren't for you all. I don't think any of
you will see the end of it.
I think in
time it'll be 20 or maybe 30 miles long.
Q. What made you want to put in the no
entrance and what are your plans for i t?
A. Last year's drought convinced me t h~
we needed the water. But I also wanted t o
help the cavers. You all have worked real
hard and I wanted to help.
I plan to p~
a 25 gallon per minute pump in the cave
to provide water for my cattle and m a y~
later use the water to irrigate s o~
fields.

trips

A.
The earliest trips I can remember
were by Bill Russell and friends about
25-30 years ago.
The more recent ones
seem more exciting, but I also remember
cavers getting lost on adjoining ranches
as well as some of the big trips from the
spring where a weekend city would pop up
with over 40 cavers.
Has
stopped?

Q.

the

flow at

the

spring

A. No.
In the late 50's it slowed
50-60 gallons per minute but I know
has never come close to stopping for
least 110 years.

ever
to
it
at

Q.
How long did you work as a water well
driller?
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Johnny Gass with radio locat ion
crew . (by Randy Waters)
The Texas caver

and Development
of Honey Creek

Q;~~igin

William Russell
An especially favorable location for
a large cave is at the base of a thick
limestone formation when the base of the
limestone is above the watertable.
Water
ent(Jrs the limestone through numerous
fra Lures and surface sinks, and quickly
descends to the bottom of the limestone.
Then the water flows slowly along the
bac;ec
of
the
limestone,
effectively
concentrating solution in a narrow zone.
Bor~) Indian Creek Cave and Powell's Cave
werF
developed by water flow along the
bas
of the Edwards Group of 1 imestones.
Honev Creek Cave is located at the base of
a
-ick limestone
formation where a
frac~ure system along a fault connects two
rna""
drainage basins
potentially a
WOI
(-class cave.
St;;;tigraphy
The geologic history of Honey Creek
Ca~r began when a shallow early Cretaceous
see: covered much of what is now Texas.
T:1;- sea was very shallow, more like a
qiC: c ::':ic tidal flat.
Dinosaurs walked
~c~ ~S large parts of this sea, much of it
on!
a few feet deep.
Near what is now
LL,
a large island was slowly being
COVe
:~d
by the advancing sea.
In the
dee:· r
sea away from the island,
sea
she s and lime mud were being deposited.
But 'J.ose to the island, mud washed into
the
'a from the nearby land and formed
.3 of clay interbedded with the lime.
The
depos its of mud and clay were
eve:-c-ually buried, and now form the Glen
Ros'.' ),imestone.
Unfortunately for cavers,
the ;;ea never completely covered the
isl~ i, so much of the Glen Rose Limestone
has ,00 much clay to form caves.
The area
of c:xc ens i ve clay deposition extended
SOU'.::I
roughly to Wimberly and east to
beyc;.:i Austin.
The Glen Rose Limestone
nort,· and west of this boundary has few
cavec; of any size.
South of Wimberly, the
ILowe :
Glen Rose has
less
clay,
and
Iconsequently, large areas of subterranean
~ra~n3ge have developed.
Jacob's Well and
Ithe numerous large springs near Spring
!BranC::1 flow from the Lower Glen Rose.
Furt:'r away from the Llano Uplift, the
enti'."( Glen Rose Formation can form large
cave.s.
Bracken Bat Cave and much of
Natun.l Bridge Caverns are developed in
the
r Glen Rose.
In the Honey Creek area, the Lower
Glen Rose, just over 300 feet thick, can
be dj"'ided into three units.
Most of the
~assaC)e in Honey Creek Cave is developed
ln, the lower massive unit.
This massive,
chff-forming unit is about 40 feet thick
and overlies the impervious clay and sandy

dolomite of the Hensel Formation.
Cavers
will readily recognize this massive bed of
light gray weathering limestone, often
highly fossiliferous, that commonly forms
large
boulders
where
it
has
been
undermined by erosion of the soft Hensel
Formation.
This ledge is well exposed at
the entrance to Honey Creek Cave, and
extensively along the Guadalupe River in
Kendall and Comal Counties.
Above this ledge is the calcarious
unit, a zone of relatively pure limestone
about 100 feet thick interbedded with a
few layers of marl.
The top of this zone
is the uppermost massive limestone that
forms
the extensive flats
above the
Crayfish Falls area of Honey Creek Cave,
and also above Spring Creek Cave and Cave
Without a Name further to the west.
While
major caves have not yet been found in
this zone, it is important in that it
allows large amounts of water to reach the
lower massive unit.
Above the two lower members is the
less resistant marl member, about 175 feet
thick, composed of alternating layers of
marl and thin, ledge-forming limestones.
The top of this zone is the Corbula Bed, a
thin,
easily recognizable, fossiliferous
bed that forms the top of the Lower Glen
Rose.
Above this bed, the Upper Glen Rose
supports numerous springs and seeps,
indicating that water from the Upper Glen
Rose does not reach the Lower Glen Rose.
The upper marl member of the Lower Glen
Rose has only a very few small caves.
Its
importance is that it allows groundwater
to reach the cave forming lower units.
Further observations in the cave will be
necessary to determine the exact magnitude
of water reaching the cave through the
marl member, but even though only a few
percent
of
the
present
water
flow
percolates through this marl member, this
flow might be critical in establishing
initial flow channels away from major
drainages, and allow the cave to integrate
major drainage basins.
Structure
The dip of the rock in the Honey
Creek area is very low, generally only a
few feet per mile to the southeast.
A
more accurate determination would be
difficult due to changes in thickness of
units, the difficulty of finding an exact
marker,
and errors
in
interpolating
elevations from the topographic map. The
slope of the cave itself is probably as
accurate a determinat ion of the dip as
could be made using any other methods.
The entrance to Honey Creek Cave was
localized by a minor fault that crosses
Honey Creek 1000 feet downstream from the
cave.
This fault has a displacement of
about 30 feet where it crosses the creek,
displacing the base of the Glen Rose even
with the top of the Cow Creek.
The
displacement of this fault increases to
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the northeast, allowing Lower Glen Rose
water to enter the Cow Creek Limestone and
form Preserve Cave.
The same minor fault
produces an abrupt elevation change in the
QA
Passage,
but
diminishes
to
the
southeast ; it is developed off the trend
of a relatively major fault shown on the
San Antonio Sheet of the Geologic Atlas of
Texas.
This major fault trends NW from
western Bexar County to cross Highway 46
about 3/4 mile east of the Kendall-Comal
County line.
The map indicates that the
fault dies out about one mile east of the
south end of the cave.
The trend of this
fault is N50E, almost exactly parallel to
the county line.
This trend of N50E was
also obvious in joints studied in the
Schillers Crossing area about five miles
east of Honey Creek Cave (Johnston 1953).
The rectilinear bends of the Guadalupe
River north of Bergheim also appear to
follow this trend.
Joints in most of the Honey Creek
area trend N60E.
This change in direction
is possibly due to the dying out of the
major fault, since passages in the extreme
SW e nd of the cave closest to the major
fault follow the N50E trend.
Most Honey
Creek Cave passage is developed along the
N60E set of joints, or at right angles to
these joints, giving the cave its obvious
trellis pattern. Joints are probably more
numerous and continuous along the fault,
facilitating the waterflDw north from the
Cibilo Creek Basin.

Th e long swim to Mi l e Dome.
(b y Kurt Menking )
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Speleogenesie
The development of oave pal;j@p.ges in
Honey Creek began soon after the Gu~dp.lu~
Ri ver cut down into the Lowe~ Glen Rose
Formation to expose the lower limestone
members.
Water from the surrounoing
uplands percolated through joints, final~
to emerge as springs along the river. ~
time passed, the flow became localized ~
the lowest massive member, at first Que to
its purity, porosity, and permeability :
But after the Guadalupe River had c;ut
below the base of the Glen Rose Formation,
gravity concentrated water
flow and
solution along the base of the limestone.
The intersection of Honey Creek with
the base of the Glen Rose forms a low
point on the outcrop of the lower massiw
member, as the creek flows northeast and
the rock dips southeast.
Thus water fl~
was concentrated toward this point, and a
major passage developed trending southwest
along the strike; this passage receives
drainage flowing east down the slope of
the rock.
About this time, Cibilo Creek,
ten miles to the south, also cut into t~
limestones of the Lower Glen Rose.
Water
from Cibilo Creek, at a higher elevation
than the Honey Creek Spring,
easily
followed the major fracturing a·long the
fault to Honey Creek.
Soon all of t he
normal flow and much of the flood flow of
Cibilo Creek was lost to sinks and caves
in the Lower Glen Rose.
Underground ,later
levels in the Cibilo Creek Valley would
rise
rapidly
after
rains,
providing
increased hydraulic head to force large
amount s of water northeast under the
divide through the developing Honey Creek
Cave.
Prior to recent discoveries, Honey
Creek Cave appeared to be composed of a
main NE-SW trending passage that c arried
floodwaters from Cibilo Creek, and a
network
of tributaries
that
dr a ined
sinkholes.
These sinkhole drains for m
side passages trending down the dip slo~
of the limestone to join the main pa s sage
at approximately right angles.
Even when the groundwater d i vide
was crossed and water was found fl owing
toward Cibilo Creek, the general i dea of
the cave did not change.
The main p assage
still carried flood water northea s t to
Honey Creek, but with the dip of the
limestone only a few feet per mil e, and
since
the
passage
developed
as a
waterfilled tube, it did not always trend
exactly downhill.
At first these di ps in
the passage would remain full of water,
but with time,
drains developed c apable
of carrying the low flow down dip to the
east.
These drains are probably ess ent ial
to exploration of the cave, since mu ch of
the cave would be flooded (or nearl y so)
without them.
Wi th the discovery of the large
stream in the back of the cave (wit h a
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flow of several cubic feet peE seCond), it
was real~zed that, tint!! . 5#.et)lo9ica~ly
recent t~mes, the base fiow §r~ ~Hi1l0
Creek used the Honey Creek Cave Sy§temto
reach the Guadalupe River.
Only recently
have the downdip conduits developed to the
point
where
this
flow
could
be
accommodated.
The owner of the cave had
long oBserved that, whenever there was a
hard rain aiong CiBl1§ Cf@@k, flood water
would flow from tne Hbrtey C:teeK Cave
en t rance.
The cave 1§ actitely senaitive
to Cibilo Creek flow because tB@ §talfi at
present can carry only a small affiBHfit ~f
additional flow.
Any small increase iii
flow will force water out of the Honey
Cr eek Cave entrance.
This is not just a
but a point of
hydr ological oddity,
consicteial31e conc!:!rf! tel the caver, who
could be tiai3ped. ey tepidly fi§!fig wAter
fr om a rain miles tb E~@ W@§t ,
Cibilo Creek loses its fiBffflai flaw
about four miles southeast of Boerne, !fid
is t he only possible source of water for
t he flow in the back of the cave.
The
wat er comes from a
(hopefully only
we t - we ather) slpR6ft at tR@ upstream end of
the HS survey,
i@av~§ tfte ~av~ through
a dra in trending east iiltB J?Bffiai G§iJftty,
ThE: water lost from Cibilo efe~lE Was
ea rl. ier considered to flow south to §~fi
Mtonio to become available for use there.
Obs e rvations in Honey Creek Cave, however,
indicate that much of the water, rather
t han £10 Wlng §outh tG San Antonio,
act uail Y fidws ENE f§f io !fiilE~§, ~!'ouing
lunder the surface GuadalUpe RiveE'-G1.Biio
Cre e.k. divide;
The uitima€e fate of tRiS
wat er is imp8rta~t; . sinc@ it ffi~gfit ft:!acR
the Edwards Aquifer td8 f~r ta the @a§t to
be of use in San AfH:.bnio.
e avers i ~n
conju ndi8H \:litH the Ea\JaHi§ Bfifiei(ji0uiH1
wat er District, should undertake stud.l.es
to fo llow this water.
I
The discovery of the TB Passage; a
maj oL'
exploration
breakthrough
in
Septe mber of 1985, added considerably to
Our knowledge of the cave.
Surveyors
fo und a NNW-trending passage that is
BGtua lly larger than the "main" KB-KC-DS
passage.
fhe Honey Creek Cave entrance
pa ssage; faT . the first mile or so from
bef or e Whistler's Mother to beyond
Cra ~f i~h t~il~, averages about nine square
ineters .in ero~s section.
The KB-KC-DS
passage south of the Trifurcation has an
aVerage tross section of about three
square meters.
The TB passage, which
apparently joins the main cave underwater
near "Yo Mama ", has a cross section of of
about six square meters, about twice as
large as the main passage south of the
Trifurcation, and supplies most of the
wate r flowing from the entrance.
Further
explo ration will determine if the TB
Passage is an abandoned flow route for
water from Cibilo Creek, or if it is just

ana
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a very large drain receiving water from
sinkholes in the Guadalupe drainage.
One possible cause of the seemingly
anomolous flow of Cibilo Creek water to
the east into the Honey Creek Cave System
Nj\,lld be the fault just south of the
county line.
This could have enough
displacement to offset at least the lower
massive member,
impeding water flow
southeast across the fault and forcing
flow
around the end of the
fault.
However, it is most likely that this
passage is just the lowest flowpath for
water leaving the Cibilo Basin.
The
pt'esertt direction of the flow of water
along passages in Honey Creek Cave is
controlled
by
the
development
of
travertine dams and minor irregularities
in the slope of the passage, but the flows
that developed the cave were toward Honey
Creek.
Even if passages under the divide
toward Cibilo Creek cannot be explored,
tft8fli! wiil certainly be many miles of
passageS draining sinkholes in the area
northeast of Bergheim, probably more than
enough to make Honey Creek Cave the
longest
in Texas.
There are
also
indications that open passages extend
under the divide.
Reporting on a water
weli about 3000 feet north of Bergheim,
Jofih§tl:Hl (1953) reports: " [I]t was found
that the well 'blows' due to atmospheric
changes
indicating
that
this
well
penetrated an underground cavern" (p. 14).
The surface at the well is on or just
above the Corbula Bed.
The depth to water
is 325 feet, indicating that the well
produces water from the lower massive
member, and probably intersects Honey
Creek Cave.
Further exploration and surveying
will be necessary to fully understand the
system.
Are there several passages
leading under the divide into the Cibilo
Creek Basin?
Will it be possible to
explore
these
passages
only
during
drought?
Will it be possible to find new
entrances to the cave? What is the source
of the bones found thoughout the cave?
Where does the newly-discovered TB Passage
go? Hydrolog i c studies are needed to trace
the water flows in the cave, and to
measure both low flow and flood pulses.

Reference
Johnston, Floyd T. (1953) . Geology of Dam
Site No.7: Guadalupe Riyer; a section of
the Preliminary
Report
on
Proposed
Guadalupe Riyer Dams No. 7 and . No.8
(Dallas: Mason-Johnston & Assoc~at~s),
prepared for the Guadalupe-Blanco R~ver
Authority.
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The"QA",Honey Creek;s
Longest Side Passage
Randy Waters
"A cave within a cave" would be
another good name for the cave's first
side passage on the right. Located only
1,000 feet from the dry entrance is an
8-foot wide by
7-foot high
opening
containing a large flowstone mass filling
half of the passage. A short duck under
the mass leads to an other flowstone mass
with a crawl leading off above. After a
short distance you find the first Dome
15-feet
Room, a 2 0-foot diameter funnel,
high, with some blue flowstone to one
side.
Past this room,
the
passage
continues larger and half full of water
f o r 20 feet to a sump. This was as far
as George
Veni and
Mike
McWhirter
surveyed in the summer of 1980.
In earl y spring of 1982, I arrived
at the sump with scuba gear. Tying off
my diving line, I dove into the 4-foot by
6-foot water filled passage. One hundred
feet further in, the ceiling rose and the
sump ended.
I explored a few hundred
feet of walking passage in waist deep
water before turning back to the sump and
diving back through.
The prospects of
future surveys looked grim.
The risk
would be
just too
great to
ferry
nondivers through
a
100-foot
sump.
But, luck was on our side. A lingering
dr ought that summer lowered the water in
the "QA" and the sump was history.
In July of 1982, Joe Ivy, Gary Poole
and I continued where George and Mike
left off.
The "QA" paralleled the main
passage for 200 feet before taking a
right turn,
heading perpendicular from
the main passage. We soon encountered a
3-foot waterfall across the
passage.
Climbing up and over, we continued our
survey.
Here, the passage turned from
walking to crawling, so we continued our
surveying by salamandering (a technique
by which a caver floats horizontal and
pulls himself along with his
hands,
pushing with his feet on the mud bottom.)
We came up to "Wet Lips," a challenging
near sump . Here, the passage is 4 feet
wide by 3 feet high, but has less than
1/2-inch of airspace.
Going first,
I
reached under and located a dome large
enough for my head and I dove under.
I
repeated this technique for five more
d omes before the ceiling rose back up
safely again.
Soon we were walking
again, but carefull y .
Under the waist
deep
water
wer e
many
sharp
rock
pr oje ction s which painfull y found their
ma rk se v eral times.
We closed the book
a fter over 700 f e et of survey and left
with going walking passage .
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With such a good lead, we return ~
the next month and continued our survey,
After only a few hundred feet we ca.
upon the most beautiful section in all of
the "QA."
For over 100 feet we walk ~
by dozens of totem poles, thousands of
whi te soda straws and sparkly flowst one
colored white,
orange, and blue.
Fr ~
beautiful
walking,
it
went
to a
salamandering crawl and back to walki ~
passage, up to 15 feet high.
Halfway
through the survey, we came to the fir M
side passage.
It went only 20 feet t o u
unclimbable 30-foot dome,
10 feet in
diameter, with a lead at its top.
It is
here that we saw our first salamande r ,
Another short distance up the main "QA"
we found another side passage half full
of mud and body-sized. We continued paM
it and past several small rimstone dams ,
none higher than 2 feet.
Soon we wen
again in a highly decorated section.
A
short climb up from the main "QA" put us
into a
20-foot diameter
dome
ro~
containing hundreds of formations a ~
another good dome lead. Back in the ma in
50 feet further upstream
an
"QA, "
off-white flowstone mass blocked our way,
We had to climb up 10 feet and squeeze
across the top
for 20 feet
be fon
dropping down to the water again. Wi t hin
200 feet,
the "QA" turned and
t hen
sumped.
We ended our survey of over
1,500 feet and poked at the sump, but
learned that it would take scuba gea r t o
continue ahead. As we headed out, I
photographed some of the more s cenic
areas.
In November of 1982, a dive team was
formed. Eric Short, George and I headed
with tanks to the "QA" sump. Hauling
scuba tanks was like carrying anchors,

Randy Wat e r s a t Whistler' s Mot he r ,
(ph o t og raph e r unknown)
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It took nearly 3 hours to negotiate the
tankS through the obstacle course of the
"QA." Finally we were checked out and
George dove first to set the
line,
Ifoll owed by Eric and me.
The sump was
only 12 feet long, but the ceiling was
lUke · sharp swiss cheese.
Our hands
received several
minor cuts
as
we
followed the dive line along the ceiling.
with the mud stirred up, our lights were
useless in the sump.
Together, on the
other side, we secured our dive gear and
started the survey. The going was easy,
walking in waist deep water. Within the
first 300 feet,
we passed two
nice
3D-foot high domes with inviting but
unclimbable leads at their tops.
We
passed several
mud banks
containing
unusual forests of 1- to 4-inch high mud
stalagmites. Soon we came to a 10-foot
long pseudosump we named "S' not Sump."
Here, the passage is 6 feet wide by 5
feet high with only 1/4 inch of airspace
except at a
joint in the ceiling which
had 2 inches of airspace.
Just big
enough for your nose.
It was here that
the first airflow in the "QA" was felt,
probably blowing out to the domes near
the sump.
A few hundred feet further
upstream on our left we discovered a main
side passage 6-feet high by 3-feet wide.
Above us was a breakdown room 25 feet in
diameter and 10 feet high, containing
some large stalactites.
To one side,
a
short passsage sloped steeply upward into
clay covered breakdown. George named it
the "OK Room" as we had lunch. Back in
the main "QA" we continued our survey
upstream
through
a
wet
breakdown
constriction back
into
walking
and
stooping passage.
We passed under four
more nice dome leads and one large dome
room to stop at another pseudosump.
We
stopped our survey over 1,000 feet from
the first sump.
After hunting season, in January of
1983; Don Arburn, Eric and I returned,
dragging scuba tanks again. We started
our survey at the side lead below the "OK
Room."
For over 300 feet the passage
averaged 5 feet high by 3 feet wide with
thick mud under a few inches of water.
It kept a fairly straight bearing to a
pseudosump. Don free dove and soon found
a restriction further ahead that needed a
hammer to penetrate any further.
The
side passage also contained a side crawl
3 feet above the water extending 30 feet
to a formation blockage. We made our way
back to the "OK Room" and on upstream to
the end of the November 1982 survey.
Within 150 feet, we were in the largest
room in the "QA." It is 18 feet long by
60 feet wide with a 20-foot high ceiling.
The "QA" stream ran under piles
of
breakdown chunks. This is the beginning
of what we call the "Geode Section." For
OVer the next 300 feet, calcite geodes
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were present throughout the walls and.
ceiling. This section also contains the
largest passage found anywhere in the
"QA" --up to 15 feet wide and 20 feet
high in some sections, with a couple of
6-foot waterfalls. Half way through the
"Geode Section," we encountered the most
impressive dome found yet in the "QA."
Oval in shape, 18 feet by 12 feet in
diameter,
it
rises nearly
60
feet
straight up without narrowing. Extending
all the way down one side is a 3-foot
wide flowstone mass hugging the dome
wall. At the dome's top we could see 3to 5-foot long stalagtites. It was quite
a sight.
At the end of the "Geode Section," we
climbed up an 8-foot waterfall to the
beginning of the worst passage in the
"QA." For nearly 500 feet, we crawled on
solid rock floor. The passage averaged 4to 6-feet wide but only 3-feet high.
We
passed under nearly
a dozen
broken
ancient travertine dams, some cresting to
within 6 inches of the ceiling. At one
time, this section must have been one
massive sump until prehistoric floods and
loose breakdown broke the dams, lowering
the water to its present level.
Only
strange archways remain of what were once
beautiful dams.
Toward the end of the
long crawl, we came upon a near flowstone
blockage from a dome. The water ran from
underneath, but the hole was too small
for us.
We squeezed up 10 feet of
flowstone into a small area containing a
massive 3-foot diameter 12-foot
long
stalactite. A squeeze past it put us down
into the stream again.
Fifty
feet
further we came upon a 2-foot high by
10-foot wide mud side passage on our
right. Don explored it over 100 feet to
a formation blockage requiring a hammer
to continue. We continued our survey up
the main "QA" a few hundred more feet to
yet another side passage, this time 3
feet above the water on our left.
Eric
checked it out, exploring 100 feet over
clay and mud in the 3-foot high 4-foot
wide passage, finding
no end.
We
surveyed upstream another 300 feet before
calling it a
day, ending a
nearly
2,000-foot long survey effort. We exited
the cave 17 hours after entering.
Over a year passed before anything
was done in the "QA" passage. This time
Bob Cowell, Don and I took explosives
insteead of scuba tanks to the sump.
Working with a hammer and chisel, we
removed enough of the sump's ceiling,
shortening it to only 8 feet long. Don
and I free dove the sump and set a charge
on the far side.
Diving back through,
the three of us laid out the wire and
detonated the charge.
It was muffled a
great deal, but to our surprise an 8-inch
high wave came around the passage and
broke at our feet. A strange sight. Next
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we set another charge on our side and
blasted.
T~at did
it.
The sump was
history. Enbugh ceiling had been removed
to allow airspace,
thus ending
the
dangers and damage to the cave of using
scuba tanks.
The last survey into the " QA" was in
July of 1984, by David Na sh a nd George
Veni . They made their wa y t o the end of
the January 1983 surv e y.
Pi cking up
where the last team le f t of f , t he survey
continued. Within 1 00 f ee t th ey passed
by two upper level passage s 15 feet above
t h e flo or.
An ot he r 5 0 0 feet later,
through mostly wa l k ing passage, the y came
upon a side passage on the left. It was 4
feet wi de b y 2 feet high and 3 feet above
the water.
A few feet in,
they were
stopped by a travertine dam blockage.
A
hammer would be needed. They surveyed on
upstream, passing ~ room 15 feet wide by

10 feet long containing soda straws up to
Their survey continued
3 feet long.
through mostly walking passage for a
total of 1,945 feet surveyed
before
closing the book.
The walking passage
still continues, waiting for the ne xt
group of
explorers to
uncover
i ts
secrets.
A total of 7,171 feet was surveyed
on six trips by ten people, with t wo
rooms, ten dome rooms, sixteen dome leads
and seven side passages, over a period of
nearly four years .
A trip from the dry
entrance to the known back of the "QA"
and out again to the dry entrance tak es
about 14 hours, not leaving much time
left over for surveying. After three or
four more survey trips,
the round tr ip
could increase to 2 0 plus h ours. Not bad
for just one side passage.

Low air space , Honey Creek s t y l e .
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(by Pe t er Spro u s e)
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The Cave
That Never Ends
Mark Minton
Although Honey Creek Cave became
known to cavers in the early Sixties,
ve r y little exploration was done until
the late Seventies.
Only a couple of
tri ps had penetrated the breakdown pile
t ha t nearly blocks the passage 500 m from
t he entrance. Finally this old lead drew
fre sh attention from San Antonio cavers
and the current survey was begun in 1980.
To "modern" cavers with wet suits, the
wat er filled passages were less of a
bar r i er, although cold still remained the
ma j or obstacle to long trips. Soon the
news of 30-meter shots in unending large
pass age spread throughout the central
Te xas area and a continuing TSA project
att ended by cavers from Dallas, College
St a t ion, Houston, Austin, San Marcos, and
San Antonio was underway.
Honey Creek i s a large cave by
an yone ' s standards. For over a kilometer
and a half the main passage averages 5
me t e rs wide and three to five meters
hi qh , although at least two meters of
t hat height are underwater. In fact there
ar e only about a half dozen places where
one can stand on solid ground in that
di s tance.
This unique feature of the
cave led to some interesting techniques
f or surveying, recarbiding, and
,even
si mp ly moving through the cave.
The
cave rs'
standard
dress
became
full
we t s uits, often with booties and hoods to
wa r d off the cold attendant with total
imme rsion in 21-degree C (70 F) water.
Boot s were forsaken in favor of flippers,
and flotation in the form of life vests,
swi mming pool kick boards, and empty
plas tic bottles became common.
The
pas sage is upstream, but the water is
almo st entirely ponded, so the flow is
near ly imperceptible.
In this first part
of t he cave only one significant side
pass age was found,
and it became
a
proj ect al l.. its own . (See article on the
" QA" by Randy Waters.)
Two kilometers into the cave is
Cray fish Falls, a spectacular series of
r ims tone dams over two meters
high.
Beyond, the cave maintains its earlier
di me nsions, although with generally more
~ ead room and more opportunity for wading
ln s tead of outright swimming.
Side
pa ss ages also abound.
Some of these
later proved to be quite extensive and to
Cont ain rich deposits of
Pleistocene
bone s and teeth.
Then at a point 2.8
kil ometers from the entrance
another
majo r rimstone dam backs up deep water
an d
swimming
is
again
necessary.
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Cra y fish Falls.

(by Kurt Menking)

Eventually the ceiling comes down to
within a few centimeters of the water.
Organic debris is everywhere, indicating
frequent sumping.
Fortunately on the
first trip there the passage was open
just enough to let air sail through a
tiny space. It had to "go"! A notch was
made in the dam to lower the water as
that first team exited.
For most of us working in Honey
Creek, the concept of low air space has
become totally redefined. Our margin of
comfort has increased to the point that
ten centimeters is no problem at all, and
far lower spaces are passed on many
occasions.
"Yo Mama", the lip space
opened by notching the dam,
contributed
significantly to this redefinition.
The
really low section normally has ten to
fifteen meters of five to ten centimeter
air space, depending on water levels. Of
course it still sumps completely after
large rains.
But beyond, the ceiling
rises and good-sized passage (2 . x 2 m)
continues.
It becomes easier to wade
than swim at this point, so flippers are
traded for boots or tennis shoes.
After
700 meters, a major intersection
is
encountered.
At the "Trifurcation" a
high, narrow,
well-decorated
passage
enters from the south, the "main" passage
continues straight ahead (west), and a
high flow infeeder joins from the north.
The
Trifurcation became
a
psychological barrier for over a year
after its discovery. At 3.7 km from the
entrance, it was a long way to go, and Yo
Mama didn't help matters. Several trips
attempting to push the cave further were
aborted at various stages before any new
survey was accomplished. Finally in 1982
the impasse was broken. All three of the
passages were surveyed to some extent.
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By far the most was done straight ahead
in the "main" passage.
A ,kilometer
beyond the Trifucation another major fork
is encountered. At the Bifurcation,
two
passages of equal size lead off, with
neither being the obvious "main" route.
Again, "straight ahead" was opted for
first.
(A few months later the other
branch at the Bifurcation was explored
and found to be very significant.
See
article by Bill Steele.)
The passage beyond the Bifurcation
changes character to become higher and
narrower, and is twice nearly choked off
by flowstone.
Then with a turn from
southwest to northwest a new barrier is
encountered:
mud.
Lots of mud.
The
passage is roughly two meters wide by one
and a half high, but the flow of water is
very small and too shallow to float or
swim through.
The mud,
on the other
hand, is too deep and viscous to walk
through. As a result one is forced to
simply wallow, a very exhausting process.
Another rimstone dam brings relief from
the Tu Mudre passage after a couple of
hundred meters.
At this point Honey Creek Cave does
a truly extraordinary thing.
It begins
to go downstream!
The source of the
water is a low crawl on the right.
The
stream spreads out across the flowstone,
with a third heading out toward the
entrance,
while
two
thirds
flow
downstream off the far side of the dams,
resuming the usual southwest bearing.
This water divide is 5.4 km from the
natural entrance,
a very serious trip.
If the cave were developed as extensively
on the other side of the divide as on the
side we knew, the endurance barrier would
prevent exploration without a camp.
And
with no dry land to speak of, as well as
persistent flood danger, the idea of cave
camping is unappealing. Only one further
trip was made to the divide area,
which
netted 500 meters of survey.
1982 was an excellent year for
survey in Honey Creek Cave. The map grew
by 4.8 km, more than the previous total
length of 4.5 km.
It was then second
longest in Texas, with no end in sight.
Over the next couple of years the project
took a new direction for a variety of
reasons,
including
an
internal
reorganization and the prospect of a new
entrance.
Emphasis was shifted to the
side passages, where an additional four
kilometers were surveyed.
Large numbers
of Pleistocene bones and teeth
were
collected from eroding fills in the M, R,
and Bifurcation (Boneyard) passages.
In
addition to the more mundane
horse,
rabbit, snake, and turtle remains,
there
were such exotics as antelope,
bear,
bison, camel, mastodon, and saber-toothed
tiger.
(All
paleotological
identifications were made by Dr. Ernest
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Lundelius at the University of Texas,
Austin.)
True to form for Honey Creek,
none of the side leads really end.
Most
continue with small. streams and air flow ,
some even as walk1ng passage.
For the
first time we began seeing side passages
to the side passages, indicating a more
extensive drainage network than we had
initially imagined.
Beginning in 1983 cavers and the
owner,
Johnny
Gass,
began
seriously
discussing the possibility of drilling
into the cave to tap its vast reservoir
of water. Mr. Gass made an extraordinay
offer:
if we could provide an accurate
location, he would drill a shaft large
enough for use as a second entrance!
It
didn't take long to decide on the best
spot for the well.
The Trifurcation was
the farthest point into the cave that
still had reasonable flow and was under
Mr. Gass' land at a point usable to him.
We knew the survey was too unreliable for
the exact location, so we called on the
best cave radio man in the business,
Frank Reid of Indiana.
The location went
smoothly and within a few months work on
the shaft was underway.
(See article by
Kurt Menking on the new entrance.)
The majority of fall '84/ spring '85
was spent working on the new entrance
shaft. The radio location and drilling
produced a direct hit,
43 meters below
the surface. With the hole open, we made
an overland survey loop to the natural
entrance.
Remarkably, the cave survey
was off only 32 meters, or less than one
per cent over the 3.7 km
distance.
(Since so much of the early survey had
been done treading water or with only
small nubbins to hold one on station, we
were concerned that the relative error
might have been quite large.)
The new
entrance made pushing the back of the
cave reasonable again, without camping.
What a delight to be able to drop in over
half way to the back, fresh for a push.
And after a long trip, it's like science
fiction to get back to the shaft, hook
into the tractor-powered winch system,
and be transported to the surface.
Now
that's caving with style.
Beam me up,
Scotty!
After nearly three years there were
once again trips to the back of the cave.
Upstream from the divide the passage soon
returns to near walking dimensions. Then
after 500 meters it abruptly shrinks to a
wet
belly
crawl
with
air
flow.
Downstream the passage continues past
another serious mud wallow
(Tu Mudre
Tambien) for a kilometer of stoop walking
to an apparent end at a sump. However 50
meters before the sump a very high flow
infeeder joins in.
This passage carries
more water than is seen anywhere else in
the cave. For the first time the current
is significant.
Where could so much
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water come from? The only logical source
is cibolo Creek.
We seem to
have
intersected the main underground flow!
upstream the big infeeder goes 730 m to
another sump. However water levels were
high on the only trip to the upstream
sump, and there was no air flow in the
back of the cave, unlike on most previous
t r i ps , so there is a possibility that at
lower flow this sump will be open.
A subsequent trip was made to dive
the downstream sump, only to find it open
at :Lower flow.
It was just as well that
it wa s open, since it would have been a
ver y grim dive.
The passage narrows down
t o a body-sized crawl with high water
fl ow ,
The ceiling rises again after a
few meters, but the passage never regains
it s former dimensions. Within 100 meters
th e ceiling again heads for the water .
Aft er a couple of low air spaces,
three
short sumps were free dived only to yield
a hell f-meter diameter tube with 10 cm of
ai r
space
and
strong
current.
C o n ~ id erably lower water will be required
be fore this passage can be attempted
saf<e:l y.
Another long put off lead was
fi nal ly returned to in the TA survey, the
maj o~ infeeder
at the Trifurcation.
A
ri mst one dam 650 meters up this passage
wa s b lasted open to lower a sump.
Much
to ou r amazement, we crawled through into
lar ge passage and soon found ourselves
loo kin g down a short drop into deep
wa te~ '
Once again there was an active
wat er divide.
Downstream goes only 400
met er s in large passage to an apparent
end in a large,
well-decorated room.
Thi s r oom is very close to Yo Mama,
and
ma y have been the original route for the
wat e r that presently flows down the TA to
t he Tr ifurcation.
Upstream at the new
di vide a low air space opens quickly into
lar ge passage which forks .
A small
pas sa ge with very good air flow continues
on a~ water level,
but the major source
of wat er is a high rimstone dam perched
ne arly at ceiling level.
This can be
cli mbe d and opens into trunk passage very
simil a r to that in the earlier sections
of t he cave.
Nearly a kilometer was
surv0yed on the first trip, and there are
severa l side leads.
It now looks as
,th oug h this route (the TB survey) may in
,fac t be the "main" passage, at least with
res pec t to the water that currently flows
out of the natural Honey Creek entrance.
The l argest of the side leads
(the TC
s~r ve y) has also been surveyed for over a
kllo meter and continues.
Clearly a whole
new r ealm in Honey Creek exploration has
bee n opened here.
In spite of a disappointing end to
the, "main" passage past the original
dlVlde, there is plenty to look forward
to In the other going leads,
especially
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the TB survey. We have learned one thing
very well in Honey Creek, and that is not
to write off any passage as finished.
After all,
a water divide may be just
around the corner!
If the TB does turn
out to be the main way on, the placement
of the new entrance at the Trifurcation
will have been especially auspicious .
1985 proved to be the best year yet for
survey, netting over 5 km. in only a few
trips.
The cave is currently surveyed to
18.78 km
(over 11.5 miles).
For the
first time there is a serious challenge
to Powell's - Neel's as the longest cave
in Texas. We anticipate surpassing it in
1986. Unlike Powell's, which owes much
of its length to mazes, Honey Creek is
remarkably linear.
It truly does seem to
be the cave that never ends!

15,000 (?) Year Old Teeth
- The Boneyard
Bill Steele NSS 8072F
I've been on two trips to the
passage in Honey Creek Cave named The
Boneyard .
It is the right-hand branch at
the Bifurcation. On these two trips we
used the original entrance,
which made
the time
necessary to
get to
the
Bifurcation usually about five hours.
My first trip to the Boneyard was
the one on which we named the passage.
Eight cavers began a leapfrog survey at
the fork, in shin deep mud.
When our team reached the other
team's first survey station we could see
this was a great passage.
The sucking
mud we had dragged each foot out of was
behind us,
the walls flared out
to
parallel around 20 feet apart, and deep
pools were interspaced in the bedrock
floor.
Walking along looking ahead for the
first team,
we noticed bones on the
sediment banks. I dropped to my knees at
one of the gravel and dirt banks on the
outside of a bend and right away saw
several teeth.
There were a couple of
large molars,
looking like cow, but we
realized quite likely something old and
extinct like Pleistocene camel.
Eventually we caught the others.
In
a few moments five of our eight were
beginning the return to the entrance.
Three of us decided to survey ahead.
After several hours the ceiling got lower
and we decided now was the time to make
for the entrance.
As we ambled along,
beginning what was guaranteed to be a six
hour sojourn, we paused to look at the
surface of the slight gravel banks at the
outside of some bends.
There were the
ends of large bones sticking out.
These
were real fragile.
They were black.
We
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knew they would not survive the trip to
the entrance. The teeth were a different
matter. We had poly bottles to put a few
choice ones in
to be
taken to
a
paleontologist for identification.
We collected some of the larger and
nicer ones. The particular one
that
delighted us was fairly obviously a saber
tooth tiger fang.
It was about six
inches long.
It was over a year and a half later
when the next light entered the Boneyard.
Hal Lloyd and I entered on the Saturday
of the 1984 Labor Day weekend to camp
somewhere in the back of the cave for a
night.
It
was about
as much
an
experiment as a work trip.
In the past two years there had been
many conversations concerning camping in
the far reaches of the cave.
The need
for an underground camp was evident since
the two chief leads in the cave had been
explored to a point that they were about
seve n hours from the entrance.
So, a 20
hour trip minimum
was necessary
to
accomplish anything.
Given a four hour
swim on the way in, then again as the
final leg on the way out, something else
was going to have to be done.
Hal and I loaded duffle bags of
camping
gear,
without
hammocks,
committing ourselves to locating a spot
in the Boneyard where we could sleep.
Each item packed into our duffles was
inside three trash sacks with overhand
knots in the opening. They floated very
well. We attached them to our Wheat lamp
battery belts in the middle of the small
of our backs with a carabiner on the end
of about an eight foot tether.
The swimming part went without much
incident.
The duffles followed along
quite well.
It was a secure feeling
knowing we were completely self-contained
with plenty of carbide,
food,
fuel,
stove, dry clothes, and sleeping bag. We
brought no foam pads because we planned
to
use
our
wetsuits
for
bedding
insulation.
Beyond the swim it was simple
traversing the
long
wades
to
the
Bifurcation by pulling along the floating
duffles like an agreeable dog on a leash.
At the Trifurcation we stopped and
chatted with
Mark Minton
and
Kurt
Menking.
They had entered before us and
had
floated
in
the
radio-location
transmitter the Frank Reid had brought
from Indiana.
Here we were,
hopefully
proving that camping in the back of Honey
Creek was feasible, and at the same time
great strides were being taken to have
the "backdoor entrance" enter at this
point, five hours into the cave.
I was definitely torn between the
appeal of having
a 140 foot
shaft
entrance opened way back here, and the
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sorrowful gut feeling of losing the real
greatness of this cave:
the extre~
obstacle of the 2 mile swim. That seemed
to me the real appeal of this cave.
It
made you feel so incredibly remote.
Well, the entrance wasn't fact yet,
but having known Frank Reid since t~
60's,
I knew they would now have a
pinpoint location where to drill one.
We rested a few minutes at t~
Bifurcation. We had been moving steadily
for 5 1/2 hours.
Now we would ~
slogging through mud and stoopwalki~
back into the Boneyard.
I couldn' t
recall how much of the slow-going mud
there had been before the really fiM
bedrock floor that was salient in ~
mind.
The Boneyard was an education in
hauling a camp duffle in deep mud.
It
was most fatiguing.
It couldn't ~
dragged and it
couldn't be
carried
because the ceiling was too low.
It
could just be swung ahead and plopped
down two feet at a time.
We struggled
for two hours before finally coming to a
bend in the passage with a mud bank
across the inside of it where we could
conceivably sleep.
It was 1 1/2 bed
lengths long,
and twin-sized bed wide.
We dropped the duffles there and I
trudged ahead to look for
something
better.
I had forgotten there was so
much of
this mud
floored
pass age .
Definitely,
the better
part of
t~
Boneyard was what I had remembered the
most.
There was
just no other place to
camp.
Our campsite was soggy. It was low.
Water beads on the ceiling told me thrt
there would be occasional drips. We to~
off our wetsui ts and layed them on the
mud. Then we unpacked our duffles a~
covered the wetsuits with ground cl oths.

Eric Short in typical passage
upstream of the new entran ce .
(by Kurt Menking)
The Texas caver

Our sleeping bags
were dryas
was
everything else.
Our original plan had been to drop
our duffles here and do an exploration
tri p of six hours or so, then return and
set up camp. But because of a late start
and being completely tuckered out from
struggling in the mud, we had to sleep
fi rs t.
After a long sleep we cooked a meal
and then waded upstream. When we got to
the end of our previous push we began a
We weren't
survey into virgin cave.
pr epared for its character. It was low,
and stayed low. We found to our chagrin
t ha t we had holes in our wetsuit knees,
no kneepads had been brought, and it
stay ed about three feet high with sharp
r ock s on the floor. After less than 500
fe et , we had had it. It appeared ahead
t hat the passage dimensions were going to
st ay the same.
We returned to the mud campsite and

Cave Biology
of Honey Creek
James R. Reddell
The fauna of Honey Creek Cave is not
wel l known and doubtless is more diverse
th an the
species recorded
from
it
indicates.
A minimum of 25 species,
inc l uding 12
troglibites, have
been
col l e cted.
The cave is best known as the
t ype- locality of the Honey Creek Blind
Sa lama nder, Eurycea tridentifera Mitchell
and Re ddell .
This species was first
co ll e cted in the 1950s by Floyd
E.
Pot t e r, Bryce C. Brown, and James K.
Bak.e r , all acting independently.
The
speci es was not described or even its
ex i st ence verified until collections were
made b y Robert W. Mitchell and James R.
Redde ll .
In 1967 they described the
spe c ies,
by
far
the
most
highly
cave -adapted species of the genus Eurycea
if
the
Texas
Blind
Salamander,
1Y.J2..h l omolge · rathbuni
Stejneger,
is
con s i dered to belong to a separate genus
as it now is .
Other aquatic troglobites from the
cave include three species of hydrobiid
snail s,
"Horatia"
micra Pilsbry
and
Ferris , "Horatia"
nugax Pilsbry
and
Fer ri s, and
an undescribed
species.
Recent study by Robert Herschler has
shown that all three species actually
belong to an undescribed genus .
In
addi tion to these snails the stream is
popul ated by
two species
of
blind
amphipod,
Stygobromus
longipes
(Hol s inger) and h russelli
(Holsinger) ,
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got into our dry clothes after the six
hour effort.
We slept once more, ate,
then assessed our situation. It was now
the wee hours of Monday morning. We had
been in the cave about 36 hours.
We
realized there was no more time for
another push trip.
On the second trip Hal and I
collected another saber tooth tiger fang.
Mammoth, cave bear, camel and horse teeth
ha~e also been collected in the Boneyard.
Th1s upstream tributary is still being
explored as of this writing.
(Editor's note:
A recent trip to
the Boneyard utilizing the new entrance
resulted in the discovery of yet another
water divide only a short distance beyond
the previous end of survey. The passage
returned to walking dimensions for 500
meters, to where the new stream sumped
under a ledge.
However an unexplored
walking-height infeeder joined in at this
point, and had air flow. Upstream at the
new divide also remains unexplored.)

and by an as yet unstudied species of
isopod of the family Cirolanidae.
The
isopod i s probably Cirolanides texensis
Benedict, a widespread species throughout
Central Texas.
The cave stream is also inhabited by
several species of troglophiles.
The
most conspicuous by far is the crayfish
Procambarus
(Scapulicambarus)
clarkii
(Girard) .
This species is known from
several caves in Texas and doubtless will
be found in others once more careful
collections are made in the many stream
caves of Comal and Kendall Counties.
Shells of an aquatic snail, Helicina
orbiculata (Say), have been found in the
cave, but the species may not inhabit the
cave regularly .
Two other
species,
abundant among vegetation and under rocks
in the spring, occasionally venture short
distances into the cave.
These are an
amphipod, Hyalella azteca (Saussure), and
the spring salamander Eurycea neotenes
Bishop and Wright. The spring salamander
is
known
to
hybridize
with
~
tridentifera to a limited extent and thus
near the spring entrance to the cave it
is sometimes possible to find salamanders
somewhat intermediate between the dark
short-legged surface species and
the
depigmented long-legged blind species.
Copepods have also been collected in the
cave stream but
have not yet
been
identified. Doubtless the stream is also
inhabited by other planktonic forms such
as ostracods and cladocerans.
Finally,
the leopard frog, Rana pipiens Schreber,
has been found in the entrance area of
the cave.
Two aquatic insects have been found
in the cave stream: the water strider,
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Rhagovelia sp., and the dytiscid beetle
Laccophilus sp. Their ecological status
is unknown, but they probably washed int~
the cave during flooding.
The terrestrial fauna is still
poorly known but the available records
indicate a rich troglobitic fauna.
Two
species of troglobitic harvestmen have
been collected. The most conspicuous is
a large pale orange species, Hoplobunus
madlae Goodnight and Goodnight, which is
also known from caves in Bexar county. A
second troglobitic harvestmen is a small
yellow species belonging to the genus
Texella and is probably undescribed. Tn@
delicate
white
milliped
Speodesmus
echinourus Loomis is relatively abundant
on cave walls and mud banks.
Two primitive insects have been
collected from mud banks along the cave
stream. The most interesting of these is
an undescribed genus and species of the
dipluran family Iapygidae. This species
looks like a cross between a silv@rfish
and an earwig.
The body is white with
long delicate antennae and legs, but the
tail is forcepslike.
Epigean species of
this family dig burrows in the soil and
lie in wait for insects or other small
invertebrates to come by, at which time
they catch them with the forceps and pull
the hapless victim around to be eaten.
The troglobitic species apparently have
forsaken this way of life and
roam
actively across cave walls and the edges
of streams in search of food.
The rarity
of food in the cave environment has
presumably led
to
this
change
in
behavior; the long legs and antennae also
help the animal to find food in the
darkness. The second primitive insect is
~
th~s~nuran,
still
not
positively
~~ent~f~ed,
but almost certainly
the
w~despread
Texoreddellia
texensis
(Ulrich) .
This species also is highly
vagile, moving rapidly across clay banks
~nd cave walls in search of food; this is
~n
contrast to its surface relatives
which mostly live under rocks.
Terrestrial troglophiles include the
snail Helicodiscus eigenmanni Pilsbry.
The small
circular
flat
snail
is
widespread throughout the state.
A
secon~
terre~trial
snail,
Polygyra
texas~ana (Mor~cand), has been found only
as shells and probably does not normally
inhabit the cave.
The hothouse milliped Oxidus
gracilis (Koch)
has been found in the
cave.
This species is associated with
man and is frequently collected in caves
in the vicinity of towns, but is less
commonly found in caves this far from
habitations.
The only other insects
known from
the
cave
are
as
yet
undetermined moths and a member of the
order Homoptera.
Both are
probably
accidentals.
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The entrance area is inhabited ~
cave crickets of the genus Ceuthophilus,
but these await final icientificatien .
Doubtless the entrance will also Be found
to
house
IUifiIl\er
colonies
@f t ile
phalangHtl
fiafv@§tfi\~R
Le3.. obunum
tJiWMerulli W~ed, but none have
been
collected.
From this list it is obvious th~
the cave requires much additional stu~.
For example,
no spiders or terrestrial
beetles have been found.
Other stree
caves in the area,
including Pres arliil
Cave, have
bc:!en
foUnd
to
cont ain
troglobitic spieieu.
I t would also flO E
be surprising t.o find a bHnd. gpecie s Of
Rhadine beetle and. at least tt"09 1g phiHG
species of Qt:her beetie genera.
The
abundance of Q~~~ftie material in the caw
followin9 major floods should provide ~
abundance of food for many species of
invertebrates.
The fauna of H~n@y ereek Cave is
typical of that of other stream caves i n
the Guada~upe River drainage and, with
the poss~ble exception of the
blind
opilionid of the genus Texella, all of
the species occur in other caves of t ~
region.
I would like to thank the follo wing
for providing me with collections f r9
the cave: William Elliott, Andy Grubbs,
Scott Harden,
Mike
McWhirter
Kurt
Menking, Mark Minton,
Steve Ro~ert son,
Eric Short, Peter Sprouse, George Veni,
and Randy Waters.
I welcome receivi~
additional specimens collected in this or
any Texas or Mexican cave. Specimens c~
be sent to me at: 2400 Trinity, Aus t in,
TX 78705.
I will provide collect ing
bottles upon request and will let the
collector know the
identity of
t~
material when it has been studied.
The Texas caver

The "New" Entrance
Kurt Menking
For years, cavers had been bragging
t o Honey Creek Cav~ Qwner, Johnny Gass,
about us i ng a cave r adio to loc~te a site
fo r a new ent r anc ~ to the growlng cave.
The talk increased in intensity as the
survey teams pushed deeper into the cave.
Not many peoPle considered the talk to be
ve r y serious, but there were several
people
trying
to
locate
existing
equipment and a few other Texas cavers
we re trying
t o build their own radios.
When Johnny then serious l y asked us
t o come up with a locgtion , We found out
i t wasn't as easy as we had thought.
J ohnny had contracted to provide water
f or the road being built to the state
par k. He asked us to tell him where to
dri ll, either by surveyor by radio
loca tion, so the call went out . It was
th en that we discovered that none of the
r ad ios being built were all that close to
co@pletion . Also, connections could not
be ma de with any existing cave radios.
Ti me started getting critical, so Johnny
we nt ahead and tried to find the cave by
l ook i ng at the map and drilling holes.
He drilled 5 holes, 15 feet apart, trying
t o hit the cave. Then, he had a switcher
c orr.~ out and he drilled a 6th hole.
This
hole had a trickle of water, but none of
t hem hit the cave.
Johnny then decided
t o pump water from the spring, over 1.3
mi l e s, to a holding tank, to fill water
truc ks for the road construction .
That
wo r ked ok, until the first big freeze
brok e large sections of the pipe, but,
fortu nately,
the
road
was
already
comp lete .
Almost another year went by before
Fra nk Reid brought a cave radio out on
Sept ember 2, 1984.
Then, things seemed
t o move amazingly fast.
Johnny had a
dri lling rig brought out a few weeks
aft e r the location trip, and they had
br oken through to the cave with a 6-inch
hole by November 5.
We immediately set
up a trip to verify where the drill had
ente red the cave.
It was a great trip;
t he 6 of us " did the swim in record time,
and i t was a real mind blower when we got
t o t he hole.
The surface people sent
down cold beer, sodas, fresh sandwiches,
chi ps and even cameras.
It was like
havin g a snack bar 2 miles deep into the
cave.
We were all impressed at the
accu racy of the hole. It hit dead center
on our mark, and when the surface people
shined a mirror down the shaft, it was
al most a religious experience .
Once we verified the accuracy of the
6-i nch hole, Johnny started drilling the
1S- i nch hole. About two weekends later,
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this was complete and the 30-inch bit was
ordered and scheduled to come around
Christmas. There was hope for a new
entrance by New Year's.
Then, the 30-inch bit arrived and
started to present a few problems. First
of all, it was the biggest bit ever used
by Bergman & Sons Drilling Co. The bit
was too big to fit through the floor of
the rig, so they had to do some special
manuevers just to get it connected to the
rig.
Many
other
problems
were
encountered just getting started, but
Bergman's was determined to solve all of
them. Then, the drilling started.
The
bit cut amazingly fast. After only a few
hours, they were down 20 feet.
Then,
they hit a very nasty formation that
caused the bit to to grab and jerk
violently. The entire rig was bouncing
and shaking horribly.
Finally, one of
the connections on the drill shaft broke,
so they stopped drilling and went back to
their shop to try to figure out some way
to continue.
The following week, they
were back at it again. They repaired the
broken
part,
installed
their
improvements, and were soon ready to
drill again. As soon as they started,
it
was obvious that things were no better.
They tried different speeds, pressures,
with and without water but the
the
jerking and shaking could not be stopped.
They finally decided to stop for good.
It was obvious that the rig could never
survive the pounding that the bit was
dishing out.
Johnny then asked if we, the cavers,
could finish the remaining 100 feet by
jackhammer, and I told him that I thought
we could . Our first task was to enlarge
the first 15 feet of the 30-inch hole to
36 inches so we could put in a metal
casing at the top . After four murderous
weekends of working a jackhammer just to
get the casing in place, we knew this was
not the way to deepen the shaft.
Then,
we tried a rotary hammer to drill blast
holes and
set charges
of
Kinepak,
sweeping debris down the 15-inch hole.
That seemed to be much easier and faster,
but it was still very hard work. We then
put out the call for help to cavers all
over the
state.
There
was
some
difficulty getting help with all the
springtime trips to Mexico, from Huautla
to Bustamante. Some weekends were short
handed, but usually we had just enough.
After 6 straight weekends of working on
the shaft, some of the San Antonio cavers
were getting tired and needed to catch up
on neglected homes,
families and the
like. With only 30 feet remaining, it
started getting very difficult to get
people to help. Then, the Mexico cavers
started returning, and gave the project a
much needed injection of fresh and unwary
helpers.
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The bre akthrough trip was the only
we ek da y trip.
Terry Raines brought his
own compress o r, drill and explosives to
assist.
His blasting
skills
were
e vi dent, and we gained mo re depth per
b las t
than on
an y of our
previous
efforts. We blasted until 12:30 Tuesday
night. Wednesday afternoon (May 10) we
hit a small room.
After clearing the
blast rubble, I asked to be lowered down
The
a chimney into the main cave.
passage was tight and covered with slimy
orange mud, which was later compared to
many disgusting things.
The blast debris
had sealed off the dome and the main
passage was not accessible but it was
quite a rush to be standing in the real
cave.
The following weekend we went to
finish the hole. We fully expected to
have to dig into the main passage to get
back the air flow,
so the blast smoke
would clear faster.
But, when we got
into the d ome, the blast rubble was gone!
The rains from the week before had moved
most of the pile out of the way.
After
checking out the main passage we started
blasting again,
to make the shaft big
enough for our hauling bucket.
Sunday

afternoon, we made the last blast, and
sent the bucket down, with Randy Waters
inside, for the first time.
The following weekend, June 1-2, We
started hauling out the blast debris wit h
our 55 gallon bucket.
The last 15 feet
of blasting blocked the way to the main
passage but after about 20 bucket loads ,
we managed to get back into the main
cave. Later that day, Dave Doolin and I
did the first through trip. The swim was
relaxing after digging rocks all day. We
enjoyed the trip but were starved and
tired and neither of us wanted to make
dinner.
Much to our surprise,
as we
reached the surface,
we were greeted by
Johnn y , who had a hot barbeque din ner
waiting for us.
The new entrance has been the
launching point for several success ful
surv eys. In 4 months, we have had 4 tr ips
and surveyed about 4.2 kilometers of new
cave. I know there are many of us who
can't wait until deer season is over so
we can get back into Honey Creek aga in .
(Editor's note: Since this article a f ew
more trips have been made bringing t he
total survey for 1985 to over
f i ve
kilometers . )

A Letter of Thanks

Bob Co well in full drilling
regali a . (by Kurt Menking )
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First , I wou l d l i ke to s e nd
a big thank you to Honey Cr eek
Cave owner ,
Johnny Gass .
H ~s
enthusiasm and support have k e pt
u s a ll going ,
as much as t he
cave has .
I f more cave
own e rs
were half
as
supportive
as
Johnny , there wou l d be many mo re
outs t anding cave discover i es .
b oth
Al so , Jo h nny and I
would l i ke to than k a ll of th o s e
who he l ped on t h e ne w entran c e .
I wou l d
guess abo u t
5 0 peop J e
from across the state and be y ond
prov i ded the l abor to get the
job done . A big thanks goes o u ~
to you d i e - hards who were a l w a~-s
there at the expense of famili es
and pr i vate du ti es .
One more season
cf
surveying shou l d eas i ly
m a~e
Honey Cr eek Cave t h e l onges t
in
th e s t a t e .
F or inf o rma ti o n Gn
upcoming
trips ,
ca ll
Ku r t
Menki n g (5 1 2 - 824 - 72 7 0 )
or
Ma rk
Minto n (51 2 - 480 - 03 71.)
The Texas Caver
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Bi g f<ig .

(by Kurt Menk i ng)

Deep Caves

Long and Deep
Caves of Texas
Update
Dale Pate
A few significant changes have
occ ur re d concerning the long and deep
caves of Texas since the last lists were
Publ ished in the November,
1983 TEXAS
CAVER. The following is a brief summary
of t hes e changes.
Long Caves
The Powell's Cave System in
Coun t y remains the longest in the
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The cave has seen no new surveying,
however, the new figure of 22,851 meters
was arrived at by adding the Neel's Cave
surveyed length of 2,475 meters to the
surveyed length of Powell's which was
20,376 meters. Since the two caves were
physically connected
in July,
1982,
numerous individuals have expressed the
opinion that the Neel's Cave data should
be added to the total for Powell's Cave.
This seems only fair and so the new
figure represents the two cave lengths
added together.
However,
it should be
stressed that the connection
passage
still needs surveying and should add 500
meters or more
to the survey
when
completed.
Honey Creek Cave in Comal County
continues
to
yield
exciting
new
discoveries and has
become a
major
contender for the longest cave in the
state. It's present surveyed length is
18,778 meters and it is still 2nd longest
in the state. The owner and many cavers
have contributed many
hours to
the
drilling and blasting of a new entrance
located 2 1/2 kilometers overland from
the natural spring entrances. This new
entrance has been a major factor in the
continued exploration and surveying of
the cave.
Water flow in the cave has
continued to amaze cavers as they appear
to have crossed
over several
water
divides. The cave has now been extended
underneath parts of Kendall County and
continues with numerous leads.
Airmen's Cave in Travis County is
the only other long cave that has seen
additional exploration
and
surveying
recently.
A new discovery off
the
Sherwood Forest area by Rich Rohwer and
others has yielded 229 meters of passage
bringing its total surveyed length to
3,642 meters.

Menard
state.

No new major discoveries have been
made, but re-surveys of two known deep
caves
have
adjusted
their
depths.
Several cave trips to H. T. Miers, Val
Verde County, by Mark Minton and other
Austin cavers have produced some new cave
passage and a new survey which puts the
cave at 103 meters deep and moves it up
to 6th deepest,.
A resurvey of Emerald Sink, also in
Val Verde County, and the penetration of
the sump at the end of the cave by Astrid
Jeffries and Jim Bowden brings its new
depth to 100 meters. This makes the cave
Texas' 9th deepest at this time.
Any new cave discoveries along with
maps should be sent to: James Reddell
Texas Memorial Museum
Austin, Texas 78705
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LONG CAVES OF TEXAS
(Jan. 1986)
Cave
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Meters / Feet

22,851
Powell's Cave System (1982)
18,778
Honey Creek Cave (1986)
6,096
Caverns of Sonora
5,488
Indian Creek Cave (1962 )
4,529
Inner Space Caverns (1981 )
4,313
(1977)
Cave-Without-A-Name
3,642
(1984)
Airmen's Cave
3,002
(1971)
Longhorn Caverns
2,807
(1983)
Spring Creek Cave
2,702
Sorcerer's Cave (1981)
2,621
(1979)
Natural Bridge Caverns
2,615
Prassell Ranch Cave (1970)
2,556
River Styx Cave (1975)
2,391
Stower's Cave (1970)
2,067
Diablo's Cave
2,049
Felton Cave

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

74,970
61,592
20,000
18,005
14,859
14,151
11,950
9,850
9,209
8,865
8,600
8,580
8,387
7,845
6,780
6,721

County
Menard
Comal
Sutton
Uvalde
Williamson
Kendall
Travis
Burnett
Kendall
Terrell
Comal
Kendall
King
Kerr
Val Verde
Sutton

DEEP CAVES OF TEXAS
(Nov. 1985)
Cave
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
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Meters / Feet

Sorcerer's Cave (1981)
Wizard's Well (1982)
Big Tree Cave (1983)
Devil's Sinkhole (1983)
Plateau Cave (1963 )
H. T. Mier's (1984)
0-9 Waterwell (1965, 1980)
Blowhole (1975)
Emerald Sink (1985)
Helm's West Well (1976)
400 Foot Cave (1965 )
Troll Cave (1982)
Deep Cave (1965 )
Mesa de Anguila Sinkhole (1980)
Langtry Quarry Cave (1983)
Fisher's Fissure (1961)
Natural Bridge Caverns
Abominable Sinkhole
Montgomery Gypsum Cave

170
118
106
104
104
103
101
101
101
96
94
91
91
85
81
76
76
71
68

/ 558
/ 388
/ 348
/ 342
/ 340
/ 338
/ 332
/ 331
/ 330
/ 315
/ 309
/ 301
/ 299
/ 280
/ 267
/ 250
/ 250
/ 233
/ 225

County
Terrell
Terrell
Val Verde
Edwards
Culberson
Val Verde
Crockett
Edwards
Val Verde
EI Paso
Brewster
Terrell
Edwards
Brewster
Val Verde
Val Verde
Comal
Val Verde
Terrell
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Now that you've read all about Honey Creek we know you'll
want a Honey Creek T-shirt.
They will only be available for
a short time, so order now.
Sizes - S, M, L, X-L.
Price is $6.00 each plus $1.00 per order shipping, so get
together with friends to save on shipping charges.
Delivery - 4 to 6 weeks
Color - Dark Blue & White Printing
Also available:
We'll print the 9 " by 18"
logo on most
anything for $4 .0 0.
Prices for Jackets or other items
available on request.
Send orders to:
Kurt Menking
1023 Sumner
San Antonio, Tx. 78218
Ph - 512-824-7230
All proceeds go to the Bexar Grotto.

Back Cover: Mike McWhirter ,
Gary Poole, Mark Minton, &
Monte Fisher at the
Trifurcation in 1982,
before the new entrance.
(by Kurt Menking)
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